Online apps to improve your learning experience
Read more about free apps that can improve your productivity... Planning... Notetaking... Referencing... Access to resources...
...Reading: Text-to-speech

Claro Speak
- High quality voices
- Word prediction and autocorrect
- Text highlighting
- Amend the font and layout

Text to Speech Converter
- Type or paste the text
- Different voices to choose from
- Customisable reading speed

NaturalReader Text to Speech
- Reads webpages, documents, and eBooks aloud to you
- Proofreading tool
- Customisable reading speed
- Adjust the background colour
...Notetaking

AudioNote2
⇒ Audio recording automatically adapts to the room size and volume
⇒ Notes are linked with the recorded audio

Noted
⇒ Audio record and remove unwanted background noise
⇒ Format, highlight, share and export your notes

Dragon Anywhere
⇒ Dictate documents of any length, edit, format and share them directly from your iPhone or iPad
⇒ Voice formatting and editing enables you to select words and sentences for amendment and deletion
...Referencing

Citations

⇒ Scan book barcodes to generate a reference
⇒ Choose your referencing style
⇒ Organise your citations into projects

...Access to resources

Blackboard

⇒ Quickly view updates to your courses and content
⇒ View marks for courses, assignments and tests
⇒ Take assignments, tests, and quizzes and review your submissions.
...Planning and productivity

Focus Keeper
⇒ Study timer to aid productivity
⇒ Focus your work efforts in timed 25-minute chunks
⇒ 5-minute breaks in between each burst of activity

Quizlet
⇒ Create your own flashcard sets to support revision
⇒ Put your memory to the test and race against the clock in a game of Match

Inspiration
⇒ Mind-map ideas, explain relationships and integrate new knowledge
⇒ Add graphics, notes, hyperlinks and audio to your diagrams